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Abstract We consider a composite hypotheses detection prob-
lem involving a subspace and an energy level, and we show that
for this problem the matched subspace detector is uniformly
most powerful and the generalized likelihood ratio detector. We
present a generalization of the matched subspace detector and
time-frequency methods for the formulation and design of sub-
space detectors. Finally, we apply the various detectors to the
problem of detecting knock in car engines, and we demonstrate
the potential advantages of time-frequency detectors.
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1. Introduction

Signal detection [1–3] is important in many applica-
tions. This paper is motivated by contributions of J. F.
Böhme and his co-workers to the problem of detecting
knock in car engines [4–7]. We study the discrimina-
tion between two signals ��� ����� (non-knocking combus-
tion) and �
	 ����� (knocking combustion) embedded in sta-
tionary white Gaussian noise � ����� with power spectral
density  . The hypotheses thus are� ����� ������� � � ������� � �������� 	 ��� ������� �
	 ������� � �������

If � � ����� and � 	 ����� are modeled as Gaussian nonstation-
ary random processes with known correlation operators1�����

and
���! 

, the likelihood ratio detection statistic [1–3]
is the quadratic form2" � � �#�%$'& � � �)( �+*-,.*-,�/ � ���0�!�213� � ���21�� �54 �����768�-68�21 (1)

induced by the linear operator
&9�:&<;)=?> �A@ 	� � � 	CB� � � � @ 		 � � @ 	� B � @ 		 with
�ED � ���2F � �G . A decision

is obtained by comparing
" � � � to a threshold.

1 The correlation operator HJI of a (generally nonstationary) ran-
dom process K�LNM2O is the linear operator whose kernel equals the cor-
relation function P�IQLNM!RSMST3OVUXWZY[K�LNM�O)K]\�LNM^TNO2_ . In a discrete-time
setting, the correlation operator corresponds to a matrix.

2 The inner product is defined as `aKbR�c8d�Ufe0g
K�LNM2O
cQ\hLNM2O
ijM . All
integrals go from k#l to l . m is a linear, time-varying system
(linear operator) with kernel noLNMpR^MSTNO .
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However, as the signals ��� ����� and �
	 ����� may not be
Gaussian and/or

�����
and

���� 
may not be known with suf-

ficient accuracy, we here use a less detailed signal model.
We merely assume that � � ����� and � 	 ����� lie in a known lin-
ear signal subspace qsr%t�u ��vw� of dimension x , and that
their energies are (respectively) below and above some
fixed level y u [8], i.e.,� D ������z q �|{ �h� { u~} y u �|{ �
	 { u�� y u � (2)

Thus, � � ����� and � 	 ����� lie (respectively) inside and outside
a x -dimensional hypersphere of radius y in q .

The above model can be motivated by the problem of
knock detection. It is known that the pressure and vibra-
tion signals induced by knocking as well as non-knocking
combustions consist of several resonances with decaying
frequencies [4–7, 9, 10]. Hence, the signal subspace q is
spanned by these time-varying resonance modes. The use
of the energy threshold y u is motivated by the fact that
the signal energy for knocking combustions tends to be
larger than for non-knocking combustions [4–7]. We note
that several detectors directly based on resonance energies
were recently considered in [6].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 discusses subspace detectors for the detection problem
formulated above. Section 3 considers a time-frequency
formulation and design of subspace detectors. The estima-
tion of prior knowledge from training data is considered
in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 the various detectors are
applied to the problem of knock detection.

2. Subspace Detectors

An alternative formulation of (2) is

� D �����w� �� ��� 	��7� D3�
��� � ��������{ � � � � { } y �|{ � � 	 � { � y �

where � � � ������� ��� 	0������� � is some fixed orthonormal basis ofq and � � D3� ��� � � D3�	 ���h���h� � � D3��f��� . Since the expansion coef-

ficients � � D�� are unknown, our hypotheses are composite.
Two possible detection strategies are the following:� One may search for a maximally invariant detector

that is uniformly most powerful (UMP), i.e., that max-
imizes the detection probability for all possible signal
parameters � � D3� while keeping the false alarm proba-
bility below a certain threshold [2].� An alternative is the generalized likelihood ratio
(GLR) detector, where the parameters � � D�� occurring in
the likelihood ratio are replaced by their (conditional)
maximum-likelihood (ML) estimates [1, 3].
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Matched Subspace Detector. The matched subspace
detector [2, 11] is given by the detection statistic3"�� � � �#�%$'� � � � �
( ��{�� � � { u � (3)

where
� �

denotes the orthogonal projection operator onq . Note that
" � � � � is a quadratic detection statistic as

in (1), however with
&|��� �

. For the special case of
our detection problem where ��� ����� �¢¡

(or equivalently� � � � ��¡ ) and y ��¡ , the matched subspace detector was
shown in [2, 11] to be (i) maximally invariant to observa-
tion components in the orthogonal complement space q¤£
and to rotations within q , (ii) UMP, and (iii) the GLR de-
tector.

This result can be shown to be true also in the general
case where �h� �����¦¥�§¡

and y ¥�§¡
. Indeed, the maximal

invariance proof in [2] straightforwardly carries over to
our generalized problem. A similar fact holds for the UMP
property: Since

"���¨  under
�©D

is ª u distributed with x
degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter

{ � D { u ¨  ,
it has a monotone likelihood ratio and thus is UMP [2].
Finally, the equivalence to the GLR detector is stated in
the next theorem that complements the discussion in [11]
and is proved in the Appendix.

Theorem 1.
" � � � � is the GLR detection statistic for

testing
{ � { u } y u vs.

{ � { u � y u with � �����«z q .

We note that the detection statistic
" � � � � does not de-

pend on y u . It can be efficiently computed as"�� � � �#� �� ��� 	«¬ $ � �
� � ( ¬ u � (4)

which requires x �'®�°¯��
multiplications and additions

(with


the length of the sampled observation � ����� ). ForxA±³²3´5µ u  , this is even less expensive than an FFT of the
observation.

The false alarm and detection probabilities achieved by
the matched subspace detector using threshold ¶ � are·¹¸ � · º " � � ¶ � ¬ � �Q» �¼¯ B¦½ � � �¾.¿ � ¶ � ���·¹À � · º "#� � ¶�� ¬ � 	 » �¼¯ B¦½ � 	 �¾ ¿ � ¶�� ���
where ½ � D3�¾.¿ � ¶ � denotes the cumulative distribution func-
tion of the detection statistic

"��
under hypothesis

�ÁD
. We

recall that
"#��¨  is ª u distributed with x degrees of free-

dom and noncentrality parameter
{ � D { u ¨  .

Extended Matched Subspace Detector. As an inter-
mediate model between the subspace model (known sub-
space affiliation but no statistical prior knowledge) and the
likelihood ratio detector (complete statistical prior knowl-
edge), we next assume that � � ����� , � 	 ����� are nonstationary
random processes whose energies in Â disjoint signal sub-
spaces q�Ã , $'� �8Ä � D � � D ( ��{[� �8Ä � D { u , have known statisti-
cal properties. Motivated by the approach taken in [6], we
then use the subspace energies of � ����� ,Å Ã >¼$'� �QÄ � � �)( �s{[� �8Ä � { u � ÆÁ�¼¯5���h���[� Â � (5)

3 The second identity in (3) follows from the fact that ÇÉÈ is
idempotent ( ÇËÊÈ UÌÇbÈ ) and self-adjoint ( ÇËÍÈ UÌÇbÈ ).

as intermediate statistics and devise a likelihood ratio
detector based on the

Å Ã [8]. Specifically, if the � D �����
are Gaussian and the qZÃ have small dimensions so that� � Ä � D � � Ä

has only one dominant eigenvalue Î � D��Ã , then
under

�©D
the

Å Ã are approximately independent and ex-
ponentially distributed with parameters Ï � D3�Ã �Ð¯ ¨ Î � D3�Ã [2,
12]. Here, the likelihood ratio detection statistic is [8]"#Ñ.Ò � � �#�ÔÓ�Ã � 	CÕ Ï � � �Ã B Ï � 	 �Ã?Ö Å Ã � (6)

Note that
"#Ñ.Ò � � � can be written as a quadratic form as in

(1) with operator
&¢�Ø× ÓÃ � 	 Õ Ï � � �Ã B Ï � 	 �Ã+Ö � �QÄ .

3. Time-Frequency Formulation

Any quadratic detection statistic of the type (1) can be
rewritten as an inner product in the time-frequency (TF)
domain [13–15]," � � �Á�Ù$�& � � �)( �®$ t#Ú ��ÛÝÜ ( (7)� *Q,.* ¸ t Ú ���0�pÞÉ�.Û Ü ���0�pÞÉ�768�76SÞb�
Here, t Ú ���0�pÞÉ�Á> *7ß �Øà ���¼á âw�.� B á âZãåä @]æ u!ç ¸ ß 6 á
is the Weyl symbol of the operator

&
[16–19] andÛ Ü ���0�pÞÉ�Á> * ß � à ��� á â ã � 4 à � B á â ã ä @]æ u!ç ¸ ß 6 á

is the Wigner distribution of � ����� [20–22]. Thus, any
quadratic detection statistic can be interpreted as a
weighted integral of

Û Ü ���0��ÞÉ�
. For the matched subspace

detector
"#�

in (3), the TF weight function is given byt�è ¿ ���0��ÞÉ�w�?Û � ���0�pÞÉ�É�
where

Û � ���0�pÞÉ�
is the Wigner distribution of the signal

space q as defined in [23, 24] (this can be interpreted as
the Wigner distribution of a signal averaged over q ).

TF Detector. We shall now develop an approximation
to the matched subspace detector

"��
that is simpler and

more intuitive since the subspace q is replaced by a TF re-
gion. Indeed, a non-sophisticated signal subspace q (i.e., a
space where

� �
causes only small TF displacements [23])

can be associated with a TF region é such that
Û � ���0�pÞÉ�

is approximately equal to the indicator function of é ,Û � ���0�pÞÉ�Áê�ë0ìí���0�pÞÉ�Á>ïî ¯Ùð ´5ñ ���0�pÞÉ�«z é �¡�ð ´5ñ ���0�pÞÉ��¥z é � (8)

The area of é approximately equals the dimension x of the
space q [23, 24]. Replacing

Û � ���0�pÞÉ�
with

ë0ìJ���0�pÞÉ�
yields

the particularly simple TF detection statisticò" � � � �E>®$'ë ì ��Û Ü ( � *ó* ì Û Ü ���0�pÞÉ�768�76�Þô�
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which due to (8) approximates the matched subspace de-
tector

"#�
.
ë[ìJ���0��ÞÉ�

can be written as the Weyl symbol of
an operator õ� whose kernel is given byò· ���0���21a�w�Ø* ¸ ë0ìÝö ����� 1â �pÞb÷Aä æ u!ç �

, @ , / � ¸ 6�Þø�
With

ë0ìí���0��ÞÉ�w� tåùè ���0�pÞÉ� and (7),
ò"��

can also be written

as a quadratic form,
ò"�� � � ���Ù$ õ� � � �)( . Using the eigen-

values and eigenfunctions of õ� , and approximating small
eigenvalues by zero,

ò" � � � � can also be written similarly as
in (4). This yields a particularly efficient implementation.

Extended TF Detector. A TF version of the extended
matched subspace detector

"�Ñ.Ò
in (6) is obtained by ap-

proximating the
Å Ã in (5) byòÅ Ã >ú*ó* ì Ä ÛÝÜ8���0��ÞÉ�765�76�Þø� ÆÁ�¼¯5���h���[� Â �

where the TF regions é�Ã are associated to the subspacesq Ã in the sense that
ë ì Ä ���0�pÞÉ�Cê�Û �8Ä ���0�pÞÉ�

. The parame-
ters Ï � D��Ã of the

Å Ã are approximated by
òÏ � D��Ã �û¯ ¨ òÎ � D3�Ã withòÎ � D3�Ã >�*ó* ì Ä Û � D��Ü ���0�pÞÉ�768�76�Þô� ÆÁ�¼¯8�����h�[� Â � (9)

where
Û � D3�Ü ���0��ÞÉ�

is the Wigner-Ville spectrum (WVS) of
the observed process � ����� under hypothesis

� D
. The WVS

is defined as the Weyl symbol of the correlation operator� Ü
of � ����� , i.e.,

Û Ü ���0��ÞÉ�J> t#üwý ���0�pÞÉ� ; it is also the ex-
pectation of

ÛþÜQ���0�pÞÉ�
[21, pp. 212–267], [22, 25, 26].

4. Estimation of Prior Knowledge

We now discuss the estimation of the prior knowledge that
is necessary for designing the various detection statistics.
We assume that, for each hypothesis

� D
,
 D

observations
(training signals) � � D��æ ����� (ÿ �%¯5�h���h�[�! D ) are available.

Likelihood Ratio Detector. The correlations
� D

re-
quired for designing the likelihood ratio detector (see Sec-
tion 1) can be estimated by the sample correlation opera-
tors ��ED whose kernels are given by

���D ���0��� 1 �w� ¯ D � F�æ � 	 � � D��æ ����� � � D3� 4æ ��� 1 ���
Matched Subspace Detector. The x -dimensional sub-

space q required for the matched subspace detector
"«�

can be estimated by means of ML subspace identification
[2]. The estimated subspace �q is spanned by the x domi-
nant eigenfunctions of the sample correlation operator ��
of all

 �û � �³ 	 training signals � æ ����� . The kernel of
�� is given by

�� ���0���21a�w� ¯ ��æ � 	 � æ ����� �54æ ���21N���

Note that this estimator does not require a labeling of the
training signals.

TF Detector. For estimation of the TF region é re-
quired for the TF detector

ò"#�
, we propose a TF coun-

terpart of ML subspace identification. First, the WVSÛþÜ5���0�pÞÉ�
is estimated from all training signals � æ ����� by the

Weyl symbol of the sample correlation operator �� ,

�ÛX���0�pÞÉ�w� t��ü ���0��ÞÉ�w� ¯ ��æ � 	 ÛþÜ��5���0��ÞÉ���
with

Û Ü �)���0��ÞÉ�
the Wigner distribution of � æ ����� . (In the

case of underspread processes—i.e., processes where
components located in different TF regions are almost un-
correlated [26, 27]—or low SNR, it is advantageous to use
an additional TF smoothing [22, 25, 28].) An estimate ofé is then obtained by thresholding

� ÛX���0�pÞÉ�
,

�é � º ���0��ÞÉ� � � ÛX���0��ÞÉ�	��
 » �
with



chosen such that �� ë �ì ���0�pÞÉ�768�76SÞ � x (recall that

the area of é approximates the dimension x of q ).
This method is a TF version of ML subspace identifica-

tion since (for underspread processes [19, 26, 27]) the val-
ues of

�ÛX���0�pÞÉ�
approximate the eigenvalues of �� and �é

approximates the union of the effective TF support regions
of the x dominant eigenfunctions of �� [19]. However, the
TF method is more intuitive, physically meaningful, and
numerically stable than ML subspace identification since
it uses a TF function instead of an operator and it does
not contain a (numerically sensitive) eigendecomposition.
Like ML subspace identification, the TF estimator does
not require labeled training signals.

Extended Matched Subspace Detector and Ex-
tended TF Detector. The design of the extended matched
subspace detector from training data may be difficult when
it is not clear how to meaningfully split the estimated
space �q into disjoint subspaces �q�Ã . In contrast, the design
of the extended TF detector is fairly straightforward since
(in a knock detection application) the estimated TF region�é typically breaks up into disjoint resonance subregions
�é Ã . The parameters

òÎ � D��Ã in (9) can be estimated from the

labeled training signals � � D3�æ ����� as

�òÎ � D��Ã � *ó*
�ì Ä �Û D ���0�pÞÉ�768�76�Þb�

where
�Û D ���0��ÞÉ�w� t��ü F ���0��ÞÉ� is an estimate of

Û � D3�Ü ���0��ÞÉ�
.

5. Application to Knock Detection

The detection of knocking combustions in car engines is
important since a car engine is most efficient near knock-
ing conditions but frequent knock can damage the engine.
Knocking combustions give rise to strong transient reso-
nances with decreasing resonance frequencies [4–7, 9, 10]
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Fig. 1. Estimated WVS of pressure and vibration signals corresponding to non-knocking ( n�� ) and knocking ( n�� ) combustions: (a) Non-
knocking pressure signals, (b) knocking pressure signals, (c) non-knocking vibration signals, (d) knocking vibration signals. Horizontal axis:
crank angle (in degrees, proportional to time), vertical axis: frequency (in kHz). The engine speed was 4000 rpm.
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Fig. 2. Estimated TF weight functions of matched subspace detector and TF detector at two different engine speeds: (a) Matched subspace
detector at 2000 rpm, (b) TF detector at 2000 rpm, (c) matched subspace detector at 4000 rpm, (d) TF detector at 4000 rpm. Horizontal axis:
crank angle (in degrees, proportional to time), vertical axis: frequency (in kHz).

(see Fig. 1). It is desirable that knock detectors match this
time-varying behavior.

Our data set consisted of vibration signals obtained
from acceleration sensors mounted on the engine (such
signals are used in practice for knock detection) and corre-
sponding pressure signals obtained from pressure sensors
mounted inside the cylinder. Each signal corresponded to
one combustion cycle. Pressure and vibration signals were
recorded at several different engine speeds. All signals
were discrete-time and finite-length, and hence all oper-
ators reduced to finite-size matrices.

In our experiments, for each engine speed the following
steps have been carried out:� As a preparatory step, the vibration signals were la-

beled (i.e., split into knocking and non-knocking com-
bustions) using the pressure signals as reference. To
this end, a TF detector was designed from all avail-
able pressure signals as described in Sections 3 and 4.
This TF detector was applied to the pressure signals
with the detection threshold chosen such that 4% of
the combustions were classified as knocking (see [6]).
The labeling of the vibration signals was based on the
pressure signals since these were much cleaner than
the vibration signals (cf. Fig. 1).� The labeled vibration signals were then split into a
training set consisting of one fifth of the knocking and
one fifth of the non-knocking signals and a valida-
tion set consisting of the remaining signals. The train-
ing set was used to estimate the prior knowledge on
which the design of the various detectors was subse-
quently based. For the design of the likelihood ratio

detector, pseudo-inverses of the correlations had to be
used since the estimated correlations were strongly ill-
conditioned. Furthermore, for the subspace and TF de-
tectors we used dimension x ���

and for the extended
TF detector we used x ���

and Â ���
(since we

observed that �é consisted of three dominant TF sub-
regions �é Ã corresponding to the three dominant reso-
nances, which depend on the engine speed).� Finally, the performance of the detectors was assessed
by applying them to the vibration signals from the val-
idation set and computing empirical receiver operating
characteristics (ROCs).

Fig. 2 shows the TF weight functions
Û �� ���0��ÞÉ� andë �ì ���0�pÞÉ� estimated from the vibration signals by ML sub-

space identification and its TF counterpart, respectively
(see Section 4). It is seen that the TF estimation method
(using smoothed WVS estimates [22, 25, 28]) yields a bet-
ter characterization of the resonances. Note also that at
different engine speeds different resonances are dominant.

Fig. 3 shows the ROCs for the likelihood ratio, matched
subspace, TF, and extended TF detectors at three different
engine speeds. The TF detector tends to perform slightly
better than the matched subspace detector. Furthermore,
both the matched subspace detector and the TF detector
yield better results than the likelihood ratio detector even
though their design did not use labeled training signals.
This can be attributed to numerical errors caused by the
ill-conditioning of the correlation estimates and, possibly,
to non-Gaussianity of the measured data. The performance
of the extended TF detector is seen to be intermediate be-
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Fig. 3. ROCs of various detectors at (a) 3000 rpm, (b) 4000 rpm, (c) 5000 rpm. Horizontal axis: false alarm probability ��� (probability of
erroneously deciding a non-knocking combustion to be knocking) considered for practically relevant values between � and ���� , vertical axis:
detection probability ��� (probability of correctly detecting a knocking combustion). Dotted line: likelihood ratio detector, dash-dotted line:
matched subspace detector, solid line: TF detector, dashed line: extended TF detector.

tween the matched subspace and TF detectors on the one
hand and the likelihood ratio detector on the other hand.

We can thus conclude that detectors requiring less prior
knowledge may be advantageous since this reduced prior
knowledge can be determined more reliably. This is even
more true for TF detectors whose design tends to be nu-
merically more stable. Finally, we note that detection per-
formance tends to degrade with increasing engine speed
(5000 rpm partly being an exception). This degradation
can be attributed to an increase of engine noise.

6. Conclusion

Motivated by the application of knock detection, we have
studied a composite hypotheses detection problem involv-
ing a subspace and an energy level. The matched subspace
detector was shown to be theoretically appropriate for this
problem and numerically efficient. Furthermore, an ex-
tension of the matched subspace detector was proposed.
We also presented a time-frequency formulation and de-
sign of subspace detectors. Application of the detectors
to knock detection showed the good performance of the
time-frequency detector proposed.

Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1

In what follows, let
Þ¹� � � � ¬ �©D � denote the probability den-

sity function of � ����� under hypothesis
�ÁD

, parameterized
by � . The GLR detection statistic is the likelihood ratioÞ¹� � � � ¬ � 	 � ¨ Þ¹� �!� � ¬ � � � in which � is replaced by its (con-

ditional) ML estimate �� � �
�

" ; �$# ñpµ&% #('*)�+ )-,/.�Þ¹� � � � ¬ � � �
or �� � 	

�
" ; �0# ñpµ1% #('2)�+ )-3/.#Þ¹� � � � ¬ � 	 � [1, 3, 11], i.e.,

"
GLR
� � � > Þ � � � �� � 	

�
" ; ¬ � 	 �Þ � � � �� � �
�

" ; ¬ � � �
�

(10)

Under
�©D

, the observation obeys the linear model � �����å�× � ��� 	 � � D��
� � � �����Ë� � ����� and thus is Gaussian with mean� D ������� × � ��� 	 � � D3�

��� � �����
and covariance 7G . For this linear-

Gaussian model, it is known [2, 3] that the ML estimates

�� � �
�

" ; and �� � 	
�

" ; equal the least-squares estimates with side-
constraints

{ � { } y and
{ � { � y , respectively. It can

be shown that the corresponding signal estimates �� D �����Ë�× � ��� 	 �� � D��" ; �
��� � �����

are given by

��h� ����� �54 � � � ������� ��
	 ����� �54 	 � � �������
where � � �����w>���� � � �[����� and

4 � > %7698�� ¯5� y ¨ { � � {j� , 4 	 >% #(' � ¯8� y ¨ { � � {
� .
According to [11],

"
GLR in (10) can be written as"

GLR
� � � �;:<'>=Ëö { ���	 { u B { ��É� { uâ  ÷X�

with the noise estimates

�� D ����� � � ����� B �� D �����Á� � ����� B 4 D � � ������ � ����� Bþ� � �������+�2¯ B 4 D � � � �����É�
It follows that (note that � ����� B � � ����� and

�2¯ B 4 D � � � �����
are deterministically orthogonal)â �²�´8µ " GLR

� � � �Ù{ ���	 { u B { ��É� { u�Ù{ ��Bþ� � { u �Ø{)��¯ B 4 	 � � � { uB � { �ËB � � { u �+{5�2¯ B 4 � � � � { u �� � { � � { B % #(' � { � � {
� y � � uB � { � � { B %?6@8É� { � � {)� y � � u�5A µB8 �!{ � � { B y � � { � � { B y � u �
which is easily seen to be a strictly monotone function of,
and thus equivalent to,

" � � � �#��{ � � { u .
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